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1 Executive Summary
The purpose of the SavingFood platform is to facilitate prosocial interactions between community members,
in this case for the purpose of food redistribution. To mediate donations between donors and recipients, or to
organise events such as farmers markets or gleaning at farms, there is an obvious need to store and share
personal data, such as contact details and location.
With this in mind, this deliverable, which updates the previous plans released in M02 of the project, outlines
what is being done in order to:




Facilitate platform compliance with relevant data protection legislation;
Enable data controllers and processors to fulfil their responsibilities;
Consider how the platform may be used in future beyond the lifetime of the project even including
operators beyond the EU.

Since the original plans were documented in February 2016, the major external event which affects the
development plans for the platform includes the release of the General Data Protection Regulation. This
changes the responsibilities of potential data controllers and processors, as well as requirements for the design
of platforms managing personal data. A new chapter has been added to outline how the platform is being
positioned to move forward.
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2 Introduction
This report leads on directly from D1.1 ((Pickering, 2016a)) in M02 of the SavingFood project in describing
what has been implemented to ensure the appropriate ethical treatment of platform users and their data.
Since that report, plans have been finalised and will be carried out during the second year of the project in
accordance with the original provisions outlined in D1.1 (q.v.). Since that time, however, the European
Directive (European Commission, 1995) has been superseded by the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR; European Commission, 2016), which is scheduled to become law in all Member States in 2018. This
means that the provisions of the GDPR will affect the SavingFood platform as it is exploited beyond the end of
the lifetime of the project itself. In consequence, specific items from the Regulation must be addressed here:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The revised responsibilities of Data Controller and Data Processor;
The provision of data protection by design; including
The requirement for pseudonymisation; and
Given the UK vote on 23rd June 2016 which is scheduled to trigger Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty1, the
project must consider the possibility of personal data sharing beyond the EU.

In light of these considerations, the objectives of the original DMP in M02 have been replaced in this report
with these future-focused aims:


What data will be hosted on the SavingFood platform?



What steps have been taken within the SavingFood platform in the spirit of data protection by design
and other provisions of the GDPR?



How can the SavingFood platform ensure its long-term sustainability as this relates directly to the
ethical and legal treatment of its users?

The purpose of this report, therefore, is to provide a progress report on original plans set out in D1.1 (Pickering,
2016a) with a specific view to highlighting factors relating to the sustainability of the project, including
specifically the results of the publication of the GDPR in April, 2016.

2.1

Intended audience

As with the DMP Plan (D1.1, Pickering, 2016a), this report is primarily aimed at:
1. Project partners as a source of reference for activities during the lifetime of the project; but also as
part of the planning for exploitation and sustainability;
2. External parties interested in the outcomes of the project.
It is also of interest, however, for other projects as an initial attempt to process and draw appropriate
conclusions from the GDPR.

1

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3Aai0033
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3 Status update from D1.1: SavingFood Data
Management and RRI Plan
This section provides a brief status update of individual plans from D1.1 (q.v.). Related detail can be found in
the corresponding deliverables from WP6: Dissemination and exploitation.

3.1

Guiding principles

Following recommendations from the RRI-ICT Forum Project2, the SavingFood project has planned and begun
to carry out a number of activities related to the 5 Good Practice recommendations the Forum Project
recommends:






Good practice 1: Facilitate public discussion with different kinds of stakeholders
Good Practice 2: Engage and listen to citizens to take into account their values, needs and expectations
Good Practice 3: Bring together multidisciplinary teams to boost creativity and maximize impact
Good Practice 4: Go for open access, transparency and disclosure of research results
Good Practice 5: Consider social, ethical and environmental impacts

Individual activities are documented in the dissemination results (see especially D6.2, D6.4 and D6.5). The
guiding principle continues to be engagement with relevant communities around the SavingFood platform to
encourage greater understanding and familiarity with the issues associated with food redistribution. More
specifically, the motivational videos prepared in WP6 are targeted with Practices 1, 2 and 5, in mind; but during
preparation, capitalised on the multi-disciplinary skill and perspectives (Practice 3) from across the consortium
partners. Development work in WP3 sits firmly within Practice 3; implementation is based on open source
frameworks and the software developed will be released under open source licensing. Reporting to generate
statistical summaries of activity, such as the amounts of food saved and redistributed, will be displayed
publically on the platform (Practices 1, 2 and 5). Lastly, the second year of the project, with the scheduled
release of the first functional version of the platform in February, 2017, will see the platform deployed across
partner sites in support of food saving activities across different EU Member States (Practice 1, 2 and 5).

3.2

Data Sets

A total of seven data sets were identified in D1.1. These comprise:
 Open innovation data set: These data, including personal information relating to platform users, are
of particular interest to those wishing to

2

http://rri-ict.eu/
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 Behavioural change data set: These data provide relating both to how behavioural change can be
monitored and encouraged. They are useful to those interested in running similar projects.
 Food donation data set: The data set will contain specific information related specifically to donating
food and mediating its acceptance.
 Gleaning data set: These data, like the Food donation data set, will contain information relating to the
organisation and management of gleaning events.
 Foodbank data set: complementing the Food donation and Gleaning data sets, these data will provide
information on the running and coordination of foodbank-mediated food redistribution.
 Social Welfare Organisations: as well as individual users of the platform, these data will provide
corresponding information about those organisations involved in similar activities.
 Open source data set: these data include technical resources relating to the implementation of a
mediating platform for the purposes of enabling awareness raising as well as the exchange, in the
SavingFood case, of food donations.
During the second year of the project, these data sets will begin to be populated in earnest. With the exception
of the last data set, all research data will be made available suitably pseudonymised via zenodo
(https://zenodo.org/) and with the consent of the data subjects. Additional detail will be reported via the
second year deliverables in WP6.
The final decision for a suitable open source repository for the final data set will be finalised in discussion with
the project co-ordinators. However, the current favourite is SourceForge (https://sourceforge.net/) which
provides open source services free of charge.

3.3

Ethical treatment of participant data

In D1.1 (Pickering, 2016a), we outlined basic principles for the ethical and legally compliant treatment of user
data. At that time, this was based on the EU-wide data protection Directive (European Commission, 1995)
which had formed the basis for the associated laws of EU Member States. This has now been superseded by
the GDPR (European Commission, 2016), requiring some revisions as outlined in Chapter 4 below.

3.4

Open Access to Publications

Project outcomes have already begun to be made available via the project website, including brochures
(https://savingfood.eu/brochures/),
videos
(https://savingfood.eu/videos/),
project
deliverables
(https://savingfood.eu/deliverables/) and newsletters (https://savingfood.eu/newsletters/). In addition,
information relating to platform activities directly on the SavingFood platform itself which will be linked
directly with the website. Further, individual partners will maintain their own social network (SNS) presence.
In this way, any copyright materials from the partners or their volunteers, such as photographs and feedback
from individual events, will be posted and maintained on those sites (see Section 4.2). This ensures that there
need be no additional provision for dealing with copyright material as well as allowing volunteers to continue
to behave and act as they are accustomed to.
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4 Ethical treatment of participant data
In addition to the provisions already set out in D1.1 (Pickering, 2016a) which are targeted specifically at
research activities during the lifetime of the project itself, it is appropriate now to consider what needs to be
in place for the longer term exploitation of the platform beyond the end of the project itself. Further, ethical
treatment needs to be handled within the context of the GDPR (European Commission, 2016) which is due to
become law across EU Member States in May 2018. During the development of the platform and behavioural
change of the platform, users (data subjects) are referred to participants, whereas once the platform has been
deployed, such users become volunteers.

4.1

Data Management Organisation

As reported in D1.1 (Pickering, 2016a), all platform data are hosted centrally in the UK at IT Innovation for the
duration of the project. As discussed in greater detail in Section 4.3.1, under the provisions of the GDPR
(European Commission, 2016), shortly after the end of the lifetime of the project responsibility for the safe
and appropriate treatment of personal data on the platform will be shared by the Data controller and the Data
processor3.

Figure 1: Overview of the data controller – processor relationships in SavingFood during development and when deployed

As Figure 1 shows, the responsibility for the management of personal data within the platform shifts from the
period during the project lifetime (to the left of the figure) and once the platform is deployed (to the right).
During development, as previously identified, the focus is on research and the investigation of the factors and
facilitation of community awareness and engagement (behavioural change). It is clear under existing
regulations that whilst individual partners are trialling the platform, those partners act as data controllers; in
parallel, behavioural change research would be under the control of iMec. In both cases, the platform

3

For definitions, see D1.1.
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developers (WP3: iMec for the frontend, and IT Innovation for the backend) assume Data processor
responsibility shared with the individual partners in relation to any data they hold.
During rollout, however, it is the operator of any such service who will assume Data controller responsibility,
and provide the first port of call should data subjects (the volunteers engaged via the platform) have any
concern or wish to gain access to their data. The organisation or organisations hosting the platform would
retain processor responsibility. In the light of the GDPR, both will be potentially liable should any personal data
be compromised.

4.2

Copyright Materials

As well as personal data, including any reward mechanisms such as badges, volunteers using the platform may
wish to share content with the community and beyond. There are two particular issues here: whether the
content is acceptable in connection with the platform; secondly, the owner of the content.




In respect of the appropriateness of any such materials, the SavingFood platform would be concerned
that the materials do not undermine the positive intentions of the platform. Additionally, in extreme
cases, the information may not be moral or ethical.
In regard to ownership, since the content may include photographs, video clips, and feedback or
descriptions of specific events or thoughts. Any such content remains by default the copyright4 of the
volunteer(s) themselves.

More importantly in the current context, a decision has been taken not to accept and maintain content on the
platform itself. Instead, content is uploaded and publicised via social media. In the main, for SavingFood in
development or during rollout, this is confined solely to any social media account directly linked to the
operator(s). This means that licensing of such content remains an agreement between the social media
channel operators and the copyright owners, not with the SavingFood platform operator themselves.
In regard of the management of such content between the platform and any social media channel, as
described in D3.5 (Pickering, 2016b), there is a design for planned implementation which will allow content to
be uploaded via the platform, temporarily stored on the platform to await release by the relevant coordinator.
This will allow the platform operator to maintain control over any content directly associated with the platform
in terms of its moral or ethical appropriateness, as well as in respect of the image it portrays of the platform.

4.3

Changes in the GDPR

Much of the planning outlined in D1.1 (Pickering, 2016a) was based on Member State legislation derived from
the 1995 Directive on data protection (European Commission, 1995). Publication of the GDPR in April means
that some of these plans must be revised (European Commission, 2016). The main changes include:





Revision to liability resting with Data Controller and Data Processor;
Introduction of data protection by design;
Pseudonymisation;
Data sharing beyond EU borders.

This will be discussed in brief in the sections below. How this affect the plans for development and deployment
are described.

4

The difference between Civil and Common Law jurisdictions is not directly relevant to its treatment on the platform,
though its provenance would need to be maintained.
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4.3.1
Revised Data Controller and Data Processor
Responsibilities
There are two important factors for the deployment of any derivative SavingFood platform:




First, a single supervisory authority may be used across all EU Member States (see Article 56, European
Commission, 2016 et passim). In consequence, only the Data Controller of any operator offering the
service need register its activities irrespective of where in the EU any processors may be deployed.
Second, the Data Processor now has greater liability than before and may even be prosecuting should
they be demonstrable negligent. The Controller must ensure that controller-processor contracts
comply with the GDPR.

In consequence, this simplifies the implementation possibilities for an operational platform. The service
operator and the any organization hosting the service can be located in any EU Member State, though
registration need only be effected in a single state.

4.3.2

Data protection by design

Article 25 of the GDPR outlines the obligations of platform developers to ensure that the technology itself
ensures compliance and appropriate protection for any personal data legitimately held on the platform
irrespective of where the service is run. In consequence, the design of the platform has been modified
accordingly (see Pickering, 2016b).
To summarise, the measures include:




Secure frontend-backend communication based on state-of-the-art token management (JSON Web
Tokens) in addition to secure IP connection
Role-based access to information and data, ensuring that only the data owner and platform
administrator may modify personal data
Object-level access permissions, which ensures that each individual object within the platform
pertaining either to food donations or events will be controlled.

In addition, explicit consent is sought from data subjects during registration (see Section 7.2 in the Annexes)
explaining what information may be shared and with whom.

4.3.3

Pseudonymisation

Article 4, paragraph 5 defines pseudonymisation as a process whereby
“personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional
information”
However, there are a number of considerations which need to be agreed by partners for implementation on
the platform. To ensure anonymity, it is essential that no accidental disclosure of information is possible, such
as pseudonymisation at an area level on a map where the area contains only a single instance of that type of
individual. Recommendations are outlined in Section 7.1 in the Annexes. Ideally this would include explicit
information to the data subject of the outcome of pseudonymisation approach on their data (see Section 7.2).
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4.3.4

Personal Data sharing beyond the EU

In the GDPR, there are various references to the possibilities for personal data to be processed or otherwise
handled outside the EU (see, for instance, Article 80). As the result of the UK vote of 23rd June 2016 on EU
membership, it is likely that food redistribution activities may involve organisations outside the EU, specifically
the UK. Additionally, there is no reason why an operator would not wish to offer platform support to non-EU
countries such as Switzerland, Norway, and East European states. Existing agreements are already in place5,
including for specific countries on the basis of the adequacy of provisions for data protection6.
With this in mind, and given the data protection by design measures outlined above (Section 4.3.2), the
platform has been developed to provide a sound technology basis upon which a compliant service can be
offered. Further, there is no technical reason why the backend and data services should not be hosted within
an EU Member State.

5
6

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/international-transfers/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/international-transfers/adequacy/index_en.htm
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5 Conclusion
This deliverable has updated D1.1 (Pickering, 2016a) in light of the provisions of the GDPR (European
Commission, 2016) as well as in view of the platform being deployed beyond the lifetime of the project as an
operational system in support of community activities related to food rescue and redistribution.
As the project moves into its second phase, it is important not only to contribute to the research and
innovation context within which the platform is being developed, but also that its future exploitation is
assured. Datasets as described are now being collected which will be shared under appropriate control with
the rest of the community. But beyond that, the project consortium needs to consider the platform’s readiness
for exploitation.
To maximise the sustainability of the platform, it is important that provision is made to ensure that the
platform allows:



Volunteers to make informed decisions about their participation with the initiative it hosts;
Compliance with the provisions to the GDPR to be demonstrated.

In the preceding chapters, we have reviewed the original plans outlined earlier in the first year (M02). We have
also detailed steps which are being taken not only to secure the platform but also to ensure flexible options
for those offering such a community-based prosocial service.
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7 Annexes: Ethics templates
As the project moves forward, the focus for the ethical management of personal data shifts away from the
research purposes of the project itself towards the ongoing management of personal data in a non-research
context. For the long-term exploitation of the platform, it becomes increasingly important to provide clear
guidance on how to protect the anonymity of those associated with the platform whilst allowing them to
make fully informed decisions about the release of their data.

7.1

Pseudonymisation principles

There are two major activities where pseudonymisation is required:
1. identifying the location of possible donations or events;
2. reporting summary statistics of platform-based food redistribution.
The first of these obviously involves location; the second would optionally include such information as well.
Location must be based on the number of possible targets within a given area: for example, anonymity
cannot be guaranteed for a donor baker at the level of a single street if there are no other bakers in
that street; similarly, a farm which is the only farm in a five-mail radius, then this cannot be the level
of pseudonymisation.
Location-based pseudonymisation must ensure that there are at least 57 such user types in that area.
Reporting based on individual users would include, for instance, the amount of food has been redistributed
from bakers, for instance; and/or accepted by, for example, old-people’s homes. These roles or user types (e.g.,
bakers and old-people’s homes) must be agreed by pilot partners. Below is a suggested list:

DONORS

RECIPIENTS

Farmer

Night shelter

Baker

Foodbank

Butcher

Old-people’s home

Grocer

Children’s home

Supermarket

Hospice

Individual-based pseudonymisation should be based on donor and recipient types agreed by the pilot partners.
These categories may be different for different sites: e.g., Feedback may use donor-types which are specialist
farmers, such as fruit-growers, livestock farmers, etc. whereas BOROUME and HFA might instead define
categories similar to those above.

7

This must be agreed by consortium partners via the project management.
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7.2

Consent form template

During live deployment, consent information must be provided as part of the Terms & Conditions which a user
would need to agree to when requesting registration with the platform. As any legal undertaking, this consent
form must be signed on behalf of the SavingFood platform by a legal entity; this can only be one of the
individual partners, and may not be the SavingFood consortium. The following text should be included in any
agreement with a volunteer wishing to register with the platform. Note that the text includes cross references
(in blue) where explicit examples should be provided to the data subject.

The platform will store the personal data you provide for two purposes only:
First, if you decide to volunteer for an event, like a farmers market or gleaning event, then we
will share the contact details and name you provide to other registered users who are involved
with the same event. For example, if you are offering a lift, we will let the person driving
where you are. [LINK 1: to an example of the dialogue between volunteers involved in the
same event]. Second, if you are offering or would like to accept a donation, we will pass on
your name and location with the other party (donor, recipient, or their representative). Those
individuals will be registered members of the platform only. [LINK 2: to an example dialogue
between donor / recipient]. Third, if you are going to be hosting an event, such as gleaning,
we will show your location to within an [X][mile / kilometre] radius of your location, centred
on a mid-point between you and the next nearest location we know about. [LINK 3: to an
example pseudonymised location]
We also want to be able to report the amounts of food which has been saved, that is, with your
help food that has not been wasted but passed on to a suitable recipient. [LINK 4: to an
example quantification report].
You’ve now seen examples of what we will do with your data.
If you also choose to share photos or feedback about an event you’ve been involved with, then
you are welcome to use our own social media account [URL/account_name] for this. We have
provided you with a link [LINK 5: to an example upload link] where you can store this kind
of content. It will be stored temporarily on the platform, and no longer than [five] days. We
reserve the right to check the content so that we feel it is suitable to go onto our account. We
do this because it’s important to us that we can encourage continued support for our activities.
You should remember, though, that any content you provide will be treated by the social media
account in accordance with their Terms & Conditions which you can check here [URL].
We hope the examples we have shown as you have been reading through this agreement. If you’re not
happy with any of this, please contact us and ask any questions you may have. We will do our best to
explain further.
If you’re happy with this, then please type your eMail address here:
And enter the RECAPTCHA code here:

The eMail address with be checked against the details provided as part of the registration attempt.
reCAPTCHA8 is a standard utility used to provide some level of assurance that input is not be provided from a
bot or other automated system. Having the user enter multi-keystroke information on two separate occasions
8

https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/
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provides the user with an opportunity to reconsider the decision to be part of the platform and associated
community.
Included in the draft agreement above, text in square brackets may be changed to suit the requirements of
the service operator. The LINKs take the potential volunteer to on-platform demonstrations of how the
platform actually handles data as follows:
LINK1

This should illustrate the circumstances under which data is shared with another
registered user. It should include the steps prior to its release.

LINK2

This should illustrate what donors and recipients can see about one another.

LINK3




This should show how a location is pseudonymised
Optionally, this could optionally allow a potential volunteer to add in an address
and then to see how it is pseudonymised (i.e., the level where it would be shown)

LINK4




This should show an example quantification report
This would optionally allow a potential user to add a sample donation, for instance,
and then see how this would be added into the report

LINK5

This should show how content is uploaded.

The purpose of allowing potential users to see examples of how data is processed, this will allow potential
volunteers to evaluate whether they are confident of how their data will be used.
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